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Week
1
Activity 1

Listening &



Take part in a discussion.

Have a discussion on what the learners want to

Speaking



Build vocabulary.

do after school. At some stage, the learners



Read a job advertisement.

must apply for a job. A CV is needed for any
application.
Give an example of a CV and provide job
advertisements.
Find meaning of new vocabulary: "steward”,
“proficiency”, “subsidy” and “testimonial”.
How will learner know about vacant posts?
Discuss different advertisements provided.
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Reading,



Take part in shared reading.

Apply shared reading on the meaning of a CV and what

Viewing &



Read individually.

must be in it.

Phonics



Build vocabulary.

Learners read individually when looking up new

Activity 2

vocabulary.
Shared reading of advertisements and what should be
in an advertisement.
The learners must individually answer comprehension
questions.

CV is an abbreviation for Curriculum Vitae. If a job advertisement asks for a CV, that’s
a hint that the employer expects a great deal of life experience and accomplishments,
including education, original research, presentations you’ve given and papers or
books you’ve had published. It’s common in academic positions but is also suited to
other jobs and programs. For most jobs a résumé is adequate. In countries other than
the U.S., the term CV is interchangeable with résumé.
CV Description
Think of a CV as a biography, often taking up to eight pages depending on your
experiences and accomplishments. It is standard for academic positions in higher
education such as college and university teaching positions. Research-intensive
positions may also expect applicants to submit a CV. It’s not just for jobs, however; if
you are applying for an internship and have a great deal of experience and
2

accomplishments, showcase them in a CV. This is also true for fellowship and grant
applications.
Résumé Versus CV
Unlike a CV, a résumé is typically one to two pages long and is formatted so a
prospective employer can read it quickly. It is very common for all non-academic job
seekers, presenting both your work experience and education. If you are a recent
college graduate, include a good grade point average and details about any
internships. You can list your most recent job first; highlight skills required by a
particular job; or use a combination of both. You can also include volunteer positions,
particularly if you are a new applicant or have had employment gaps.

Read Activity 1 and 2 and then answer the following questions:
1. What is the purpose of a CV?
2. What is the purpose of an advertisement?
3. What is the difference between a CV and a Résumé?
4. What can a CV be used for?
5. How do you know if you can apply for a job?

Writing &



Build vocabulary.

Presenting



Answer questions on a text (e.g. an

Activity 3

Learners complete activity on advertisements.

advertisement).

Start your planning to make an advertisement for your dream job by looking at
different advertisements in the newspaper.
Paste your examples in your book.

3

Language



Write sentences explaining the

Learners must use the new vocabulary in good

Structure &

meaning of recently learnt

sentences.

Conventions

vocabulary.

Activity 4



Correctly identify stems, prefixes and

Learners must be able to identify stems, prefixes and
suffixes in context.

suffixes.

Prefixes and suffixes are super useful for customizing the meanings of words, but
what are they? A prefix is a group of letters (or an affix) that’s added to the beginning
of a word, and a suffix is an affix that’s added to the end of a word. Prefixes modify
the meaning of a word. They can make a word negative, show repetition, or indicate
opinion. Some suffixes add to or change a word’s meaning. Others can signal the
word’s part of speech or indicate verb tense.
Some Common Prefixes
Some of the most common prefixes in the English language are dis-, in-, and un-,
which make words negative. For instance, adding the prefix un- to the
word kind creates the word unkind, meaning not kind.
Another common prefix, re-, indicates repetition. For example, adding re- to the
word build means “to build again.”
Other prefixes can indicate position: Sub (meaning under or below) is found in
common words like subway and submarine. Supra- (which means above) often
appears in medical terminology, such as supraclavicular nerves, which lie on top of
veins and bones.
 Create new sentences with the following words by adding a pre-fix or a suffix:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Ship
Happy
Inspired
Plane
Migration
Function
Beauty
Factor
Joy
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Week
2

Listening &



Speaking

Select a job advertisement and

Have the learners bring a job advertisement to

bring to school.

school. Be prepared to supply advertisements or
copies of advertisements to learners that does not

Activity

have access to newspapers.

5
Have a discussion on the advertisements brought
to class. Would it help if you applied for a post
even if you did not meet the requirements?
Have a discussion on one of the advertisements
of the homework assignment that learner is
interested in most.

Learners must bring a job advertisement school and be prepared to give a verbal
response on why they would apply for the job. This will be for formal assessment and
learners need to participate and actively prepare for the discussion. The teacher will
guide them through process and leaners must use the advertisement as a visual guide
for their discussion.
Rubric 30

Reading,



Take part in shared reading.

Apply shared reading to advertisements.

Viewing &



Answer comprehension questions

The learner applies individual reading when answering

individually.

comprehension questions.

Phonics
Activity 6



Read aloud to the class.
Learner applies individual reading to one of the
advertisements of homework assignment when reading
it out loud to class.

5

6

Writing &



Answer comprehension questions.

Presenting



Formal Assessment

Learners complete activity on advertisement.

Activity 7

Questions for Formal Assessment:
1. What is the advertisement for?

(1)

2. Who is it aimed at?

(2)

3. When is the application due?

(1)

4. What is the pay per hour?

(1)

5. Where is the job location?

(1)

6. What is the requirements for the application?

(5)

7. Who should you contact?

(1)

8. How many hours would you have to work?

(1)

9. Who should you contact?

(1)

10. Would you be interested in this job?

(1)
[15]

7

Language



Structure &
Conventions



Activity 8

Listen to, read and understand the

In context, explain the use of conjunctions to show

use of conjunctions.

addition and sequence.

Understand meaning of idioms and

Learners are introduced to idioms and proverbs.

proverbs.

In grammar, a conjunction is a part of speech that connects words, phrases, or clauses that are called
the conjuncts of the conjunctions.
Use the following conjunction to make 10 sentences:
1. Because
2. But
3. Although
4. And
5. Until
6. After
7. When
8. Once
9. Since
10. While

Look at the list of idioms and expression. Chose 10 and make a sentence for each:
Smart Idioms


A hot potato

Speak of an issue (mostly current) which many people are talking about and which is usually disputed


A penny for your thoughts

A way of asking what someone is thinking


Actions speak louder than words

People's intentions can be judged better by what they do than what they say.


Add insult to injury

To further a loss with mockery or indignity; to worsen an unfavourable situation.


At the drop of a hat

Meaning: without any hesitation; instantly.
8



Back to the drawing board

When an attempt fails and it’s time to start all over.


Ball is in your court

It is up to you to make the next decision or step


Barking up the wrong tree

Looking in the wrong place. Accusing the wrong person


Be glad to see the back of

Be happy when a person leaves.


Beat around the bush

Avoiding the main topic. Not speaking directly about the issue.


Best of both worlds

Meaning: All the advantages.


Best thing since sliced bread

A good invention or innovation. A good idea or plan.


Bite off more than you can chew

To take on a task that is way too big.


Blessing in disguise

Something good that isn't recognized at first.


Burn the midnight oil

To work late into the night, alluding to the time before electric lighting.

9

Week

Activity

3

9

Listening &
Speaking



Express an opinion on a

Have a discussion on “What is a CV”. Show

transactional text (e.g. a CV).

learners’ different CVs.
Discuss:


requirements of format and style

pertaining to a CV


target audience



purpose and context



word choice, figurative language,

colour, placement


selection of visual and design

elements.

10

Read through the two examples of CV’s make a list of what your CV should contain

11

Reading,
Writing
&

  Take
Plan
part
and
in use
shared
a given
reading.
writing frame to

Read
Teacher
through
provides
tips on
writing
how to
framework
compile aofCV.
a CV and

Viewing &
Presenting

draft a transactional text (such as a
Activity 10
CV).

learners complete it as homework.
Answer questions on “What is a CV” and “What should

Phonics
Activity 11

a CV contain?”

Antonym Examples
Antonyms can be used to demonstrate contrast between two things or provide clues as to what is meant. Here is a list
of antonyms for you to review:

12

Language



Structure &

Use synonyms, antonyms and

Teacher explains the use of synonyms, antonyms

homophones correctly.

and homophones.

Conventions
Activity 12

Achieve - Fail

Giant - Dwarf

Random - Specific

Afraid - Confident

Gloomy - Cheerful

Rigid - Flexible

Ancient - Modern

Individual - Group

Shame - Honor

Arrive - Depart

Innocent - Guilty

Simple - Complicated

Arrogant - Humble

Knowledge - Ignorance

Single - Married

Attack - Defend

Liquid - Solid

Sunny - Cloudy

Blunt - Sharp

Marvellous - Terrible

Timid - Bold

Brave - Cowardly

Noisy - Quiet

Toward - Away

Cautious - Careless

Partial - Complete

Tragic - Comic

Complex - Simple

Passive - Active

Transparent - Opaque

Crazy - Sane

Permanent - Unstable

Triumph - Defeat

Crooked - Straight

Plentiful - Sparse

Union - Separation

Demand - Supply

Positive - Negative

Unique - Common

Destroy - Create

Powerful - Weak

Upset - Relaxed

Divide - Unite

Praise - Criticism

Urge - Deter

Drunk - Sober

Private - Public

Vacant - Occupied

Expand - Contract

Problem - Solution

Vague - Definite

Freeze - Boil

Professional - Amateur

Villain - Hero

Full - Empty

Profit - Loss

Wax - Wane

Generous - Stingy

Quality - Inferiority

Wealth - Poverty

Synonym Examples
Synonyms provide variety in our speech or writing. And, since there are endless arrays of synonyms, it's possible to
avoid over-usage and repetition. Let's take a look at some examples of synonyms:

Amazing: astounding, surprising,
stunning

Fertile, fruitful, abundant, productive

Polite: courteous, cordial, gracious
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Annihilation: destruction, carnage,
extinction

Gargantuan: colossal, mammoth,
tremendous

Portion: piece, part, segment

Benefit: profit, revenue, yield

Hungry: empty, ravenous, starved

Risky: dangerous, perilous,
treacherous

Brave: courageous, valiant, heroic

Injured: damaged, wounded, harmed

Sleepy: drowsy, listless, sluggish

Cohesive: united, connected, closeknit

Intelligent: brilliant, clever, smart

Senseless: absurd, illogical,
unreasonable

Cunning: keen, sharp, slick

Kindle: ignite, inflame, burn

Tumultuous: hectic, raucous,
turbulent

Destitute: poor, bankrupt,
impoverished

Loyal: faithful, ardent, devoted

Vacant: empty, deserted,
uninhabited

Deterioration: pollution, defilement,
adulteration

Old: elderly, aged, senior

Veracity: authenticity, credibility,
truthfulness

Enormous: huge, gigantic, massive

Organization: association, institution,
management

Wet: damp, moist, soggy

Feisty: excitable, fiery, lively

Partner: associate, colleague,
companion

Young: budding,
fledgling,tenderfoot

Homonym Examples
Homonyms are words that have the same spelling and pronunciation but different meanings. Here
are some common homonym examples:





















Atmosphere - the gases surrounding the earth / the mood of a situation
Bail - to clear out water / to release a prisoner
Band - a ring, sometimes symbolizing eternity / a musical group
Beat - to overcome something / to feel exhausted
Capital - the chief city of a state / a crime punishable by death
Cleave - to split or sever / to adhere to
Dive - to go down quickly / an unpleasant place
Employ - to put into use / to hire someone for a job
File - to store computer data / to make a formal request
Fine - being of high quality / sum of money used as a penalty
Grave - something very serious / a place to bury the dead
Hide - to keep something secret / the skin of an animal
Iron - to press or smooth / silvery-gray metal
Jade - a hard, green stone / a hardened or bad-tempered woman
Lark - a small bird / something done for fun
Objective - not being influenced by prejudice / the lens of a microscope or camera
Plaque - an ornamental plate or slab that commemorates a person or event / a deposit on
teeth prone to bacteria
Refrain - to stop oneself from doing something / a repeated line in music or poetry
Reticule - at a distance or disconnected / an unlikely possibility
Tender - sensitive or painful to the touch / soft food i.e. a chicken tender

https://examples.yourdictionary.com/examples-of-antonyms-synonyms-and-homonyms.html
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Week
4

Listening &



Do self-assessment.

Self-assess the homework assignment that was

Speaking



Build vocabulary and ask

given previously – namely, to write a CV. Have a

questions to improve

discussion, if necessary.

understanding.

Discuss why the various categories of

Demonstrate an understanding of

information (other information, extracurricular

the importance of proofreading a

activities, skills, miscellaneous, references, etc.)

text.

must appear in a CV.

Activity
13



Discuss why it is important to have your CV
proofread.

Review and discuss your CV that was done for homework.
Reading,



Read individually.

Learner must read his homework assignment

Viewing &



Build vocabulary.

individually to apply self-assessment.

Phonics



Take part in shared reading.

Learner reads individually when looking up new

Activity 14

vocabulary.

Learners must read their CV to the class and the teacher.
Writing &



Edit and correct own work.

Help learners to make corrections to homework

Presenting

assignment.

Activity 14

Complete homework assignment on the aspects of a
CV covered this week.

Learners must review and edit their CV after input from the teacher and class.

Language
Structure &



Use direct and indirect speech

Give the learners an exercise on direct and indirect

correctly.

speech.

Conventions
Activity 15

15

Learner must use the work from Activity 12 and write sentences using direct and
indirect speech.


Direct Speech: She says, “I am a little bit nervous.”



Indirect Speech: She says that she is a little bit nervous.

Week
5

Listening &



Take part in a discussion.

Self-assess the homework assignment that was

Speaking



Ask and answer questions to

given previously – namely, to write a CV. Have

improve understanding.

a discussion if necessary.

Activity
Encourage the learners to ask relevant

16

questions throughout to confirm comprehension.

Reading,



Read individually.

Apply shared reading to the CV. It will be handy to have

Viewing &



Share information that has been read.

previous notes available while doing the CV format.

Phonics

Learners must individually read the blank CV form to

Activity 17

determine what information is required.

Learners read their CV
Writing &



Edit and correct own work.

Presenting
Activity 18

Help learner to make corrections to homework
assignment.



Write a transactional text with

Teacher must help learners step-by-step to complete

assistance from the teacher.

CV using personal details.

Learners must use the handout and read all the required fields and discuss the information that is required.
Language
Structure &



Do dictionary work on abbreviations.

Learners must look up the meaning of a range of
abbreviations in dictionary.

Conventions
Activity 19

The learners should identify abbreviations in the CV and look for the meaning in a dictionary.
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Week
6

Listening &



Encourage the learners to ask relevant

Continue with work in week 5

Speaking

questions throughout the completion of the blank
CV form, thus ensuring learners knows exactly

Activity

what to do.

20

Learners must ask the teacher for feedback on the work on their CV.
Reading,



Continue with work in week 5

Read and use all information on CV to complete Writing

Viewing &



Read individually.

& Presenting.

Phonics



Activity 21

Learners must individually read the blank CV form to
determine what information is required.

Learners must recheck their CV and ask question if necessary.


Writing &

Complete blank CV form.

Continue with work in week 5

Presenting

Formal Assessment 30

Activity 22

Learners should complete their CV for Formal Assessment.
Rubric 30


Language
Structure &

Correct spelling and language errors

The learner must correct spelling and language errors

as indicated by the teacher.

as indicated by the teacher.

Conventions
Activity 23

Week
7

Listening &
Speaking



Take part in a discussion.

Have a discussion on the cover letter
accompanying a CV. Ask leading questions:
name opportunities that the cover letter provides

Activity
24

you. What is the next phase in the application
process after handing in your CV? What does
the cover letter reflect about you?

17

Discuss the importance of a cover letter.
Reading,



Apply shared reading.

Teacher to explain aspects that should be covered in

Viewing &



Activity 25

the cover letter.

Phonics

Read the example of a covering letter together with the teacher.

18

19

Writing &



Plan and draft a letter.

Presenting



Activity 26

Focus on the writing process.

Learners should use the example of a cover letter and start the writing process.
Step 1: Planning
Step 2: Drafting
Step 3: Editing
Step 4: Final Draft
Step 5: Finished Product
Language



Structure &
Conventions



Use past, future, and present tense

Teacher to provide the learners with a worksheet on

correctly.

tenses.

Activity 27

20

See the chart and make 10 sentences regarding your application for a job in the
past, present and future tense. Use your past experience, your present experience
and your future plans as a guideline
.
21

Week
8

Listening &



Take part in a discussion.

Have a discussion on guidelines for writing a

Speaking



Activity 28

cover letter and the format of such a letter. Ask
leading questions.

Review and discus the cover letter.
Reading,



Apply shared reading.

Apply shared reading (guidelines for writing a cover

Viewing &



Activity 29

letter and the format of such a letter).

Phonics

Learners read the cover letter together as a class.
Writing &



Write a letter.

Focus on the writing process:

Presenting



Activity 30



planning



drafting



revision



editing



proofreading



presenting

Finish writing the cover letter.
Language



Use grammatical structures:

Structure &



stems, prefixes, suffixes

Conventions



idioms and proverbs

Activity 30



synonyms, antonyms, homophones



direct and indirect speech



abbreviations



past, future, and present tense

Revision of term 2 language.

Leaners will write a short language test at the second last week of the term.

22

Assessment activities
SKILLS

WEIGHTING

ACTIVITIES

Listening and

30%

Oral: Explain why you are applying for a certain

speaking
Reading &

job by making use of an advertisement
15%

Answer questions on advertisements.

30%

Completing a CV form.

25%

Written test covering term 1 & 2.

Viewing
Writing &
Presenting
Writing &
Presenting

Section A: singular and plural, pronouns,

Language

adverbs, indirect speech, synonyms and

Structures

antonyms, direct and indirect speech, tenses,
abbreviations, should, must, have to, can and
may.
Section B: Comprehension and questions on
Body language, Communication Styles, HOAD
and cultural problems during communication.
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SKOOL / SCHOOL: For Vocational Education
Posbus / P.O. Box 5067
Wes-Krugersdorp-West 1742
Luipaardstraat 273 Luipaard Street
Wes-Krugersdorp-West 1730

Tel: (011) 953-1998/9
Fax: (011) 953-1984
E –Mail: principal@propracticum.co.za

English First Additional Language
Term 2
Name: __________________________
Examiner: L. Brookshaw
Moderator: E. Bezuidenhout
Total: 30

Year: _________
Date: ___________________________

Activity 5
Oral Presentation on an Advert
Criteria

5

4

3

2

1

0

Remembers
Main Points

Remembers all

Remembers
most

Remembers
some

Remember a
few

Remember 1

0 Did
not
present

2 Many
mistakes

1
Not
understandable

0
Did not
present

Pronunciation

5
All correct

4
Few Mistakes

3
Not Many
mistakes

Eye contact

Very good

Good

Some

Very little

No eye
contact

0 Did
not
present

Preparation

5 Extremely
well prepared

4 Prepared
well

3
Practised at
home

2
Prepared

1
Did not
prepare

0
Did not
present

Comprehension

5 Understands
everything

4
Understands
almost all

3
Shows
understanding

2
Understands
most

1
Does not
understand

0
Did not
read

Class could
follow learner’s
presentation

Very good

Good

Some could
follow

Very few

No one

0
Did not
present
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Activity 22
RUBRIC for Functional Writing (CV)
Criteria

5

4

3

2

1

0

Writing
process
followed

5
All steps
followed

4
4 steps
followed

3
3 steps
followed

2
Only 2
steps
followed

1
Not followed

0
No work
done

Correct
Length

5
Extremely
good

4
Good

3
Acceptable

2
Too short

1
Extremely
short

0
No work
done

Spelling

5
No mistakes

4
Few
Mistakes

3
Many
mistakes

1
Unreadable

0
No work
done

Original
Theme

5
Original
Theme

4
Own idea

Handed in on
time

5
2 days early

Correctness

5 All the truth

2
Too many
mistakes

3
Acceptable

2
Copied
from
textbook

1
Copied from
book

0
No work
done

4
1 day early

3
On the due
date

2
Late

1
Very Late

0
Not
handed
in

4 Almost
all

3 Most

2 Some

1 LIed

0 Nothing
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Activity 7
1. What is the advertisement for?

(1)

_______________________________________________________________
2. Who is it aimed at?

(2)

________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
3. When is the application due?

(1)

________________________________________________________________
4. What is the pay per hour?

(1)

________________________________________________________________
5. Where is the job location?

(1)

________________________________________________________________
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6. What is the requirements for the application?

(5)

________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
7. Who should you contact?

(1)

_______________________________________________________________
8. How many hours would you have to work?

(1)

________________________________________________________________
9. Who should you contact?

(1)

________________________________________________________________
10.

Would you be interested in this job?

(1)

________________________________________________________________

15
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